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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26,

ATHLETICS

FOR

THE

TIME ARE

SECOND

WORLD'S CHAMPIONS
Defeat New York Giants in Sixth Game of
y
the Series by, the
of 13 to 2

Score

Top-Heav-

"CHIEF"

XT

v.- -'

L

VOL. XXXII.

BENDER WAS

.

JM

THE

HERO

to catch Barry. It seemed as if pan
demonlum had broken loose. Thomas
was the first man out in the inning
by fanning. Bender hit a ball over
second base which Doyle got by
beautiful run and threw the ball to
Merkle who mufled it, but as Ben
der had stopped running Merkle was
not given an error, and Bender was
out. It would have been an almost
sore single for the Indian it be had
run the hit out Lord drove a long
fly to left center which Devore got
after s, great run. Four rnns, two
hits, two errors. JDevore's catch was
as .brilliant a piece of fielding as has
been seen during the world's series.
Fifth Inning
,, New York Herzog fanned on three
pitched balls, the last strike almost
hitting the batsman. Fletcher was an
easy out on a bunt grounder, Bender
to Davis,.' Meyers drove a liner
through the pitcher's box for a single.
Crandall went In to bat for Ames.
Crandall was walked by Bender but
sot Intentionally. Devore struck out
He had three balls and two strikes,
No
when called out by Connolly.
runs, one hit, no errori.
Philadelphia Oldring lifted a fly to

He Held the Nationals to Four Scattered Binges While the Giants
Were Compelled to Utilize Three Pitchers, None of Whom

PREPARING
TO FLEE
REPORTED IN

SHANGHAI

EMPEROR WILL COME
UNITED STATES.

THAT

tO

CITY OF CANTON HAS FALLEN
REPORTED
GREAT BLOODSHED
AS HAVING OCCURRED IN
BATTLE THERE.
TWO GENERALS ARE MURDERED
IMPERIAL TROOPS DESERTING IN
EVERY PROVINCE; REBELS
SOON" WILL CONTROL.

Peking, Oct 26. Shong Hsuan
minister of posts and commu
Huai,
(Continued on Page Five)
nications, has been dismir.se.l from
office, in accordance with the demand
Were Effective Against the Athletic Sliders.
THE RANCHMEN ARE HAPPY
of the national assembly, made on
On his return from an extended trip
Mack's Men Are Given a Grand Ovation
the government yesterday. The Chifor the purpose of purchasing sheep, nese newspapers report that the
at the Close of the Game
on which he visited all parts of the
troops at Cheng Tu, the capital of
county, Ceclllo Rosenwald said that Sze Chuen province, have mutinied
the country has never looked better and killed .General Chao Erh Feng,
off Marquard yesterday, struck out. nor the people more prosperous. The
Shlbe Park, Philadelphia, Oct. 26.
commander of the imperial forces,
The Philadelphia Athletics won the Collins fanned. No runs, no hits, no late summer rains and the those of and
joined the rebels, who now bold
world's ' championship by taking the errors.
the early fall have freshened up the the capital.
Second Inning.
game from the New York Giants this
hills and plains, making grass green
The laiations have received no
New York: Merkle lifted a high and abundant and filling all of the waafternoon by the score of 13 to 2.
news officially from Sze Chuen provAmes, who started the game in the one which Oldring captured after a ter holes! assuring a good fall and ince for the last ten days. They orbox for the Giants, threw the Giants' long run. Barry muffed Herzog's line winter for the ranchmen and farmers.
dinarily discredit the reports pub
hopes to the four winds in the fourth drive and the runner was safe. Her Mr. Rosenwald says that the Iambs lished in the Chinese papers but con
Inning when, with two men on bases, zog stole second. Thomas' throw" was this year are 25 per cent heavier than sider the statement that Cheng Tu
he threw toward first on Barry's bunt a trifle high.
Barry was slightly for the last several years.
(has fallen and rthe imperial comand hit Barry on the spiked by the runner. It was purely
. that he fielded
been assassinated as not
mander
head. The ball rolled out to right accidental. The game was delayed a
'
improbable.
field while Murplny and Davis scored. few minutes while the doctors band STEEL TRUST SUED
American
The
legation is asking
Then Barry went all the way home aged Barry's right ankle. - . Fletcher
more warships be sent to Chithat
on Murray's wild return of the ball struck out and "Chief" Meyers was
iN FEDERAL COURT nese waters, as the present number
to second base.
given a great hand when be came to
is not sufficient to cover all the ports
: It was .Indian
Inthe
seventh
Hut it was in the
plate.
inning
against
w' Ich are in danger, No American
that the Athletic ran wild around dian. Meyers drove a hard grounder DISSOLUTION
COM vesselis now available' at Chang Sha
OF, GIANT
the course, scoring seven runs. They over aecond base but Collins made
BINE DEMANDED BY THE
where there are 29 Americans.
made a farce "out of Wlltse's efforts a beautiful pick up and got the runUNITED STATES.
An official snmtmlcaUon states
to hold them.
They hit almost ner at first No runs, no hits," one
that General Yln'Tchang telegraphed
flvervthine offered and the Giants error.
Washington, Oct. 26. A petition the government from Sloa Kan yesPhiladelphia: Baker lifted a high asking for the dissolution pt the terday that the imperial troops had
added to the comedy with costly errors. Even Marquard, who relieved fly to Devore and was an easy out. United States Steel corporation and advanced to Showou and he, was fols
Murphy hit one too hot for Doyle to Borne of ils subsidiaries was'' filed In lowing them. The general added that
Wiltae when the inning was
handle and was safe at first. It was the United States court in Trenton, the army had engaged in several
on
a
men
Bcore
two
gone, let
wild pitch. Then Thomas got hia a base hit. Davis roiled an easy N. J. today. The petition was pre skirmishes with the rebels but no
first hit of the series. The burlesque grounder to Ames and was retired at pared by Jacob M. Dickinson, for battle would take .place until the Im
was ended when Thomas tried to first, leaving Murphy safe on second. mer, secretary of war, who has been perial army was fully consolidated In
- steal second base.
,
Eight men faced Barry struck out on three pitched tetained by the government as its its position.
Wiltse in this half and six of them balls, fouling! one of them. No runs, special counsel in this case.
no errors.
Minister of War Assassinated.
got hits. To the spectators it seemed one hit,
Third Inning.
as if all he Athletics were scamTrust Cancels Leases.
Shanghai, Oct. 26. A Chinese
New York: Ames singled to left.
New York, Oct 26. At a special newspaper, in an extra tdition today,
pering around the bases without fear
of being caught. The crowd saw it Devore forced Ames at second, Ben meeting today, the directors of the announces that Minister of War, Genand started to leave the der to Barry. Doyle was cheered United States Steel corporation form eral Yin Tchan& commanding the
when he came to the plate. ' Doyle ally decided to cancel the corpora imperial forces, has been assassingrounds, singing and cheering.
filed to Baker. Devore was an easy tion's lease on the Great Northern ated
the
run
in
one
The Giants made
by his own troops. The paper
first inning when Doyle scored after Out stealing, Thomas to Collins. No ore properties.
also states (that Canton has. been
lie runs, one hit, no errors.
Great
The directors also adopted resolu seized by the revolutionists.
reaching; second on a double.
The
Philadelphia; Thomas was given tions recommending to the directors bloodshed Is reported there.
crossed the plate on Murphy's muff
of Murray s fly. The Athletics evened his base on balls. Bender went out, of the Duluth, Mesaba, & Northern rebp's are throwing up entrench-ment- s
the score In the third inning when Fletcher to Merkle, Thomas taking Railway company a reduction in
at Kiu Klang.
.
Wu Hu, Nanking and So expect
Ames passed Thomas and Lord doub- second. Lord doubled over the tem freight rates on iron ore from points
will take over
led Into right field, Thomas scoring porary fence in right field, scoring in the Mesaba range to Duluth to a the revolutionists
The lead of four runs secured by the Thomas. The stands shook with the figure not exceeding 60 cents per ton their local governments soon.
Athletics in the next Inning was too cheers of the crowds. Meyers and and to the Duluth & Iron Range Rail
The entire province of Sze Chuen
much for the Giants, and with Ben Ames held conference when Oldrin? road company, a similar reduction on is practically controlled by the rebels.
der pitching great ball, the New came to the plate. Lord went to the iron ore rate from the Vermillion Manchn officials, high and lowf some
Yorkers had little chance to repeat third on Oldring's out, Fletcher to and Mesaba iron range to Duluth and wearing disguises, are coming Into
their sensational performance of yes- Markle. Collins lifted a fly to De Two Harbors, Minn. "
Shanghai from every quarter. All try
no
errors
score.
vore.
one
One
the
Wiltse,
hit,
run,
to find refuge In the foreign concesvtying
terday by
Fourth Inning.
who relieved Ames in the fifth inning,
sions. Native newspapers, which are
New York: Snodgrass lifted the MEXICO DESIRES THE
appeared for the first time during the
widely circulated south of the Yang
first ball pitched to Oldring and was
series.
Tse Kiang, announce positively that
preThe batting order at the opening out. Murray went the. fly route to
GOOD WILL OF 1). S. the emperor and his family are Manof tie game:
Murphy, also on the first ball pitched.
pared to start for Mukden,
New York: Devore, If; Doyle. 2b; Merkle hit a ball over second base
churia, where protection has been
Snodgrass, cf; Murray, . rf; Merkle, on which Collins made a sensational BROTHER OF THE PROVISIONAL guaranteed them by the Japanese.
Laterf it is stated the Imperial
lb; Hereog, 3b; Fletcher, ss; Meyers, stop and got the runner at first. No
PRESIDENT HAS STARTED ON
runs, no hits, no errors.
ones will be conducted to the United
c; Ames, p.
TRIP TO VISIT TAFT
Philadelphia: Baker drove a single
States. The open and widespread
Philadelphia: Lord, If; Oldring, cf;
Collins, 2b; Baker, 3b; Murphy, rf; to center and the .stands began to
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 26.; Bear circulation of such statements as the
from the
Davis, lb; Barry, ss; Thomas, c; Ben- tremble by the stamping of feet. On
ing p me3sa?e of good wilt, for the above without interference
a
- ...
.,,..-.
considered
authorities
is
der, p.
play Baker went to United States and assurances
significant
that
third on Murhy's single to center. It
First Inning. "
to which "the
conscientious attempt? are being'made in view of the restraint
.
a
was
rolled
ground-New York: Devore
heretofore,
has
been
Murphy's second hit of the game. to
subjected
press
settle international strife in Mex
er to Bender and was out at firet, af-t- Two on bases with no outs. The din
A native paper publishes a wireless
of
Luis
L. de La Barra, brother
ico,
having two strikes called on him. was terrific4 Murray deliberately al- Mexico's
dispatch from Hankow timed at 2
president, will o'clock
provisional
temover
lowed
ball
foul
Davis'
the
to
the
drove
drop
fly
this ; afternoon, stating that
long
Doyle
to
'meet
leave here probably tonight
was quiet there.
all
porary fence In right field for two wife in order that Baker might not President
Taft at some point before
bases. It was the first ball pitched. score. Baker was safe at hoTe a
returns
to "Washington.
he
which
one
to
moment later on Davis' hit
,
Doyle,
Minister Dismissed.
Snodgrass lifted a high
The object of the proposed confer
Lord took care of. It was two out the Athletic third baseman making a
Oct. 26. Sheng Hsuan
Washington,
with Doyle on second and Murray at beautiful slide to the plate. With ence between de la Barra and Mr. Huai, the Chinese president of the
bat Doyle, scored on Murphy's muff none out and Murphy' on second, Taft, it is said, is to secure from the ministry of posts and communica- of Murray's fly. Murray was caught Barry stepped to the plate. Barry's American executive assurances of the rtions, whose impeachment was de
off first a moment later by a beauti- first attempt was a trial at bunting good will of the administration toward manded by the Chinese assembly beful throw, Bender to Davis. One run, but he fouled the ball back of the the new Madero government
cause he had negotiated the foreign
De la Barra yesterday had a long railroad
one hit, one error.
plate. His next attempt was a beautiloan, has been dismissed.
Philadelphia: Lord was . an easy ful bunt and Ames, in trying to field conference with General Reyes, who Tong Shao Yl has been appointed to
out, Doyle to Merkle. The first three the ball to Merkle, hit Barry on" the has been accused of propagating op- succeed him, according to stata dex balls Ames
pitched were widj ones top of the head, Murphy and Davis position asaist the Madero adminis partment advices today.
and the next four were straight over scoring. Barry came all the way tration. It is presumed de La Barrai
the plate, one of which Lord fouled. home on Murray's wild return of the gave General Reyes personal assurSympathy With Rebels.
Tsi Nan, Shan Tung Province, Oct
Oldring, who had made a hom run ball to second base in attempting ance of his future safety in Mexico.
-

We Needn't Grievfl Over
We Knew
, What
. We Lost

'

.

.

1911.

CITY EDITION

Public sympathy throughout the
province of Shan Tung is with the
revolutionists.
.Only the officials
cling to the dynasty and they are
extremely nervous. The mass of the
people await the overthrow of the
Manchus.
TAFT IN WISCONSIN.
Green Bay, Wis., Oct 26. In the
estimation of members of the Taft
party, the reception given President
Taft todajy in Green Bay, his first
stop In Wisconsin "was not surpassed
at any point on his present trip. Vone
oi we - insurgent ' members of the
congress for Wisconsin was at the
station waiting to extend a welcom
ing hand to the president. Senator
Stephenson, former
Congressman
former
Kuestennann,
Governor
Hoard and Congressman Konop, did
..
the honors.'
The president was taken for a
long automobile ride, through the
city. Two lltUe girls, wearing heavy
sweaters, rode on. a platform constructed over the hood, of the presi
dential automobile.
The platform
was covered with flowers and there
were two stuffed badgers, emblemati
cal of the state, to keep the girls
company. There were thousands of
persons along the line of march and
more than 15,000 stood around the
court house to hear Mr. Taft's speech
on peace and arbitration.
They ap
plauded frequently.
x

OF VHAT CALIBER UF

STATESMANSHIP
FLOOD OF

IS

VIRGINIA?

.

He Was Member of Convention in If ic
State That Refused. to Allow People
to Vote on Constitution
LETTER FROM LOUIS WILSON, RATON
Discloses a Number of Things Concerning (he Record of Mr. Flood
and Conditions in Virginia Which That Gentleman Would
Donbtless Rather Had Been Left in the Dark
;
Especially His Participation in the Disfranchisement of Negroes and Whites

T

WATERWAY

BILL DEFEATED
A short time ago, fh democratic ty of words, that it is
frequently imSpringfield, III., Oct. 26. Governor national campaign committee sent a possible to determine its meaning, ...
Deneen's conservation waterway bill gentleman all the way from Virginia,
To illustrate: In the New Me-- f co
was defeated in the lower branch of to tell us the !onstitution our people
instrument, the fellow servant

the general assembly this afternoon,
when it received but 59 affirmative
votes, 18 short of the constitution ma
jority necessary to insure its passage.'"""

),.

',--

law;
as applicable to employes of railroads.
Is unequlvocably abrogated in seven
lines. In the Virginia document they
use 66 lines; and there are so many
exceptions, qualifications, and modifications, that it Is doubtful whether it
is abrogated or not, the whole thins?
'
being left in such a jumble that it ss
Impossible to say. This is only one
example of the monstrosity that
prepared.
Disfranchise White Mn
'
la spite of the promise of th
leaders that no white man
(should be disfranchised, one of tho
.rat things the convention dirt wag to
make a poll-taqualification for vor-InThis tax must be paid three
years in succession prior to tbe election at which the applicant offers to
vote with a further provision that the
legislature should have the power to
increase the poll tax in any of the
counties in the state. This was plaln"-ly for the purpose of disfranchising
as many voters as possible in republit
can counties. It is needless to
te legislature has availed itself
of tjjis permission, and made this dis- criminaton against republican conn-- t
ties. It must not be forgotten also
that there is no requirement that this
poll tax shall be paid. It is only' a requisite for voting, the only penhlty being a loss of the elective franchisev
The poll tax disqualified not only negroes, but whites as well. To further
this end, they provided that any one)
must be a resident of, a county for a
year before he could be a voter. This?:
naturally disfranchised all that clas3
of artisans and laborers whose occupation would cause them to chanpe-thei- r
place of residence from time to
time.
Constitution Not Submitted to Voters
The convention, after having been
in session a number of months, adjourned, having made arrangements
for the constitution to be submitted!
to the people. In the meantime, however, the provisions that have been
enumerated and many others equally
unjust and outrageous caused a wave
of indignation to sweep the state. It
soon became manifest that the people;
would disapprove of the constitution
by an overwhelming majority.
was therefore again 'called!
in session, and provisions were made
for placing the constitution in effect
without its being submitted to the
people. To insure it being carried
into effect, the terms of all officials
were extended on condition that berejection.
In the campaign ' which followed, fore a given day they give a newdemocratio politicians assured the born! and take a prescribed oath of
people that no white man would be fealty to the new constitution. It
disfranchised by the new constitution.
to say that they all did this-The- y
The measure, with this understanding,
were democratic politicians;
v;as approved by the people, delegates, Even the Judges firmly holding in onw
to a convention chosen, and assembled i hand their salary vouchers, raised the
in Richmond in 190L They drafted other to Almiehty Cri and swore to
a constitution which for verbosity cherish, prote-- en--- defend this outprobably exceeds anything ever writ- rageous act.
ten. Instead of the compact form and
Preacher of Civi.r Righteousness
This eminent s"lemanf "this emi-nplain language which characterizes
the New Mexico constitution, that of
advocate c"
govern emnt,"
Virginia is filled with so many phrases and exceptions and endless varie
(Continued from Page Four).

hav$ drawp and approved Jy an enormous majority is absolutely vicious.
"This eminent advocate' of good gov
ernment," from j the, Rappahannock,
told us how bad our constitution is;
that "the corporations had us
that'f it was ' Impossible of
amendment, that no other state re
s
of the legislature to
quired
the people.
submit an, amendment
The learned, gentleman, had evidently
been reading Atkaffi Ike"', stories, concerning the west, and, supposed
we were unable to read, or tjitif i'ue
v
of the other";
constitutions
unknown to t,
would
nighted region. He evidently din oi
think that we would know that full
one half of the states always require
of the legislature
at least
to submit an amendment, and that
of the remaining states
(have even more stringent require
ments.
But what especially interests us, is
the fact that the gentleman, is from
the solidly democratic state of Virginia, He also modestly conveyed the
information, that he was a member of
the constitutional convention of 1901-0which drafted the present organic
law of that commonwealth. As he has
been lauded as an exponent of good
government, we would naturally expect that a constitution in the framing of which he had a part, would be
a model of fairnesB and integrity, and
a shining light to all future ages.
What do we Jind? Shortly after the
close of the war, and before re-amission, a new constitution was drafted for the state. This constitution
was eminently satisfactory to the people of Virginia, This is evidenced by
the fact that the democratic politi
cians in 1888, having submitted to the
people the question of calling a" con
stltutional convention to draft a new
constitution, it was voted down, 63,125
votes being against, and only 3,698 being for calling ft , In about ,the proportion of 16 to' 1. Later on, the
democratic politicians, becoming terrified by the Increase of the republican vote, and being desirous of disfranchising the negroes, made the
calling of the convention' a party
measure The legislature again passed an act submitting the calling of a
convention to the people. Under the
bill providing for this, was a clause
to the effect that whatever constitution should be drafted would be submitted to the people for approval or
hog-tied-

JUDGE FALL WILL
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SPEAK TO LAS VEGANS

j

con-venti-

"!

DISTINGUISHED
REPUBLICAN
TO
MAKE AN ADDRESS NEXT
EVENING.
. MONDAY

'

the eve of the election Las
Vegas voters will have an opportunity
On

of listening to some the brainiest
men of the republican party in New
Mexico. Next Monday evening, October 30, Judge A. B. Fall, a leading
member of the grand old party- - in the

new state and a prominent member
of the recent constitutional conven
tion, will address the voters. Other
distinguished speakers will also make
addresses. Mr. Fall, having assisted
in framing the New Mexico constitution, will be able to explain logically
why it is an excellent document and
one which should not be ruined by
allowing It to become easier of
amendment
jr meeting will be
in the Duncan opera houBe and the
republicans of this county are anxious that all the voters, regardless
of their political beliefs, be present
to hear the distinguished speakers.
Judge Fall will be remembered here
for the eloquent speeches made by
him during the state convention.
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COUNTERFEITERS WERE
TRAITORS TO MEXICO
OBTAINED

CONTRIBUTIONS

FOR

THE INSURRECTOS AND SENT
"PHONEY" COIN TO THEM.
z
Los Angeles, Oct 26. F. N.
Guenesclndo
and
Valenzuela,
alleged by government secret service
operators to be the head of a gang of
Mexican
counterfeiters,
pleaded
guilty in the federal court today and
will he sentenced next Monday.
From papers seized in Valenzuela's
room it appears that he was the
treasurer of the Los Angeles junta
in charge of the Insurrection in lower
collected
This junta
California.
money from Mexicans for their cause
and this was turned over to Valenzuela. In place of the good money,
officials declare, counterfeit was substituted,.-with
the result that great
sums of bogus coin was ' sent into
Mexico to finance the insurrection.
The "mint" of the pair was found
in a little cabin in the Mexican quarter." The gang's specialty was half
dollars and it is claimed these coins
were so good as to deceive even ex.
perts.
Gul-terre-

.Oem-ocrati- c"
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after the br.'t he fend y!tir- nl
ed there, the door was swiir.g to ami
ntuomatically bolted. The tU.-rinside, right enough, as Sfiyone could
know when he got In earshot of them,
but the problem was bow to get them
out.
The Problfert Solved ,
"Everyone pmxled over this for a
few days, while lire tigers got
and hungrier, and it became
increasingly dangerous to let them
out. Then tii very
pable head
shikari of the maharajah of Gwalior
solved tf
"He brought a lot of fetlcky flypaper and carpeted the approach to the
lint with ft, leaving the beasts no opportunity to escape except over the
sticky substance. When these preparations were completed the door was
swung open and all the natives retired to the highest trees to watch
" '
the developments.
i "The twd tigers came rushing out
and Immediately found sheets of sticky
fly paper clinging to their paws. In
trying to get it off they plastered
their eyea and noses with the same
material, and then rolled overhand
over in their anger until they became
completely enveloped in heavy sheets
of paper, In this helpless condition
the head shikari's emn rushed in and
'
f .
tied them securely."
The Texan had listened to these
stories with all the interest of a tourist who is new to the Orient r
"That beats any c hunting story
ever; heard; a cowpancher tell," 4he
said, .''and we've got some pretty good
(prevaricators out neafc- - the border,

CELESTIAL

OF

KINGDOM
WOW A TIGER WAS CAUGHT WITH

FLYPAPER;

STORY OF
BIGAMIST.

,

Three
China. Oct.
Shanghai,
men sat In the public garden which
ereek'and marks the
faces Tiag-tond of the English Bund in Shanghai.
One of them was a missionary whose
tation is in the interior ot Chin.
.A not her was an English engineer who
i
iad pet many years in India, The
third was a Texan, recently arrived
In China on a leisurely trip around
:tbe world.' The three smoked in
while the band played a piece
wt American ragtime and then tire
missionary broke the silence.
"I have lived out hero for ten
jears," he said, "and the longer I five
Jiere the more mystified' I am when
I try to understand the workings of
the Chinese mind when; It decides
judicial problems. We had a very
interesting trial in my , village only
a few days ago and the result was
very different from what ow would
expect in a western court.
Cbow Ling,, a ,tea merchant, who
liad' recently progressed, decided that
ihe could broaden his .matrimonial re-,- (
'
latlons and looked about for a No. 2
wife. He found a girl to his liking
and after a good deal of dickering
with her mother they agreed on $300
as the amount to be paid y him.
"After the money had been paid the
girl's mother heard new reports ot
Chow's prosperity and decided she had
not demanded the price as high as she
cculd have received. The day before
the time set for the wedding she hired
a band of rowdies to waylay the marriage procession and carry off the
bride, and this program was executed.
The Rowdies Got Revenge
to the
"Chow Ling complained
and
soon
her
and
the
girl
magistrate
mother appeared in court. The magistrate heard all the evidence and then
decided that the mother should pay
the $300 she had received to him in
'
way of 9 fine. So poor Chow ling
19 without either his bride or his $300,
and besides thtd'.is in not very good
standing with his first wife because
of his' plans to supplant her with a
younger No. 2. The mother, who lost
Tier $300, refused to pay the rowdies
eo the next 6y they went to her house
and broke ii ) all the furniture.
JTh& English engineer threw his ci
gar stump into the creek.
"That's a typical Chinese court verdict," he said, "but we must not think
that these Oriental people are
They are advancing all the
time and sometimes they surprise you
In the way tey adapt western ideas
or inventions.'
"A few months ago f was in Gwal-loIndia, when a couple of tigers had
They
been terrifying the country.
had killed a large amount of livestock
and had invaded some of the villages
and killed a few natives,
i "The' usual
preparations for an extensive tiger hunt were being made
when one of the' natives succeeded
iff .trapping the two brutes in a trap
;
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"But I guess you fellows have nev
er had many man killers out this way
bo I am a kind of curiosity, because
.
I belong to that class.'
, j
Here he held up a big left hand,
and against the light the missionary
and the engineer could see that the
third finger was gone.
"It was down at SanAntonio," con
tinued the Texan, 'in the early '90s
when things were a good deal more
free and easy than they are now that
the town has gone into the winter
resort business and doesn't want to
shock its profitable visitors. But at
that time there were a good many
places where you could go for a quiet
little game of poker and feel perfectly safe because the .police would look
in every now and then to see if there
was .any fighting going on.
The Shaper Held Four Aces
"Being in the cow business, I played poker, and one night 1 sat down
in a game with a stranger to me, hut
a man who was suspected of being a
little too smooth' with the cards. He
sat just opposite me and we hooked
of the
up occasionally in the parly part
'
game, with varying results.
"Finally I had corralled quite a collection of chips, when a hand was
dealt me and I skinned back my cards
to see four kings looking me in the
face. Naturally I opened and this
stranger raised, then I raised a few
times and finally each one of us drew
one card. The way we bet establish
ed a new record around there, and af
ter a,few futile efforts everyone else
dropped out and left us in the game
alone.
"I felt perfectly confident. I had
seen a man next to the stranger dis
card an ace, so I knewi he couldn't
have me heat on four of a kind. Fin- .
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Makes your, hair grow longrheavy and
luxuriant and we can prove it
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Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
.','
, . Scalp and Dandruff ,

tier.

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy,' Lustrous and Abundant After a
Danderine Hair Cleanse -
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whatever growth you desire.
Immediately after applying a little Danderine all dandruff will disappear, all itching
of the cralp will cease and there will be no
more loose or falling hair.
If you wish to double. the beauty of your
hair in ten minutes surely try this moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and draw it
carefully through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair, of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few
moments your hair will be wavy, fluffy and
abundant and possess an incomparable softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer .of true hair health.
Tf you care for beautiful, soft hair and lots
of it steely get a 25 cent bottH of Knowl-ton- 's
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter A real surprise awaits you.
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Danderine is to the hair what fresh" showers
of rain and sunshine are to- vegetation. It
jgocs light to the roots, invigorates and
.strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the
ihair to grow abundantly long, strong and
beautiful.
It at once imparts a cparkling
brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair,
and a few weeks use will cause new hair to
cprout all over the scalp. Use it every day
lor a short time, after which two or three
times a week, will be sufficient to complete
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These famous corsets were the first made in
America, and our women have shown their appreciation of them for more than fifty years by their
demand.
We, have the new models for both the stout and
'
'
'
figures.
ever-increasi- ng

S1.00 lo$3.00

BON TON

Bon Ton Corsets are ;tW truest' Expression of
every coiet virtue nhe highest Achievement in the
art of modern corsetry- Every wearer ot th BON
TON Corset is- a proud possessor of a wealth of style,
health.' comfort and symmetry: 'We, have all models.
-
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of the world's bottled beers
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Corsets

Solid-Servic- e

The Nemo

r

V

Solid-Servic- e

;

wear every day
year, j i 'i
It is true bconomy to pay $2.00 for a corset that
will outwear two ordinary $1.00 corsets and keep its
Corsets
shape to the end. Nemo
will; All the "newest models areinow in stock.
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Anheuser-Busc- h
St. Louis, Mo.
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ADVERTISED GOODS

HOUSEWIVESHAVE

cause the .advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
ile hs (mi only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-iKbut has put his personality and reputation' behind his
'
' i
st;ne n.ents.
He can, be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He r elives in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, not
I;
only ia making the goods rght, but in advertising, which
will: not prove, permanently profitable if he fails to make
secure repeat orders.
goK?
......,v
.,,.t ...,;...
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is t: advertiser's guarantee of quality.
r'
Vou arc-- justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because-, however much confidence the dealer or
manufacturer
roav have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
mi ev in telling others of their goodness. '
P.

SOLVED SERVANT

;

t.
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PROBLEM
WOMAN'S CLUB OF BAYONNE, N.
J., WILL TRY NOVEL EXPERIMENT SOON.
i

,Jt"
Housewives

'

'

in Bayonne, N. J.,
woke up recently to find themselves
confronted by the unpleasant necessity of solving the servant problem.
For some reason Bayonne's stock of
light running domestics had suddenly
dwindled to less than nothing. ' Persons gaped and stared as they
passed certain houses and nudged
their companions and whispered:
"Say, take a look. There's a woman living there who has a servant."
"Now," reasoned those of Bayonne's residents hit hardest by the
sudden depopulation of the intelligence offices, "this will never do. Let
us find a remedy."
r
speeches then
were heard every place that women
gathered in Bayonne. The highly or
'
iginal scheme of each ousewlfe do
ing her own housework was tried un
til she grew weary of it and the tired
business man began to complain of
'
amateur cooking.'
The women then agreed that' something had to he don-- ; but what?' One
bright genius 'suggested 'the . estab
lishment of a ' cooking school, pre- -

THRONGS OF TEACHERS.
;
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 26. From
every direction and on every train
and interurban car throngs of vteach-er- s
came to the Minnesota Educational association. The large attendance
combines with an attractive program
and a list of prominent speakers to
give promise. of the most notable convention in , the) history of the asso.... ;, ..
j
,
ciation.
;. ...
The speakers' list is headed by Wil
liam J. Bryan, who delivers the opening address at the Auditorium, tonight , At the; .succeeding sessions
of the convention,; continuing through
tomorrow and Saturday, thej speakers will, include Dean Shailer Mathews of the University of Chicago,
President George E. Vincent of the
TJnlTerslty of Minnesota, B. K. Bliss,
of Iowa Agricultural College, Eugene
E. Davenport,! dean of the college ot
agriculture of Illinpls, and ; Guy R
Maxwell president 'of the; Winona "Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
Normal school.
their systems' in' advance of baby's
comiflgr.T Unless the mother: aids
TALES OF WAR TIMES
.... nature in lits
work the crisis
finds her. system unequal to the de-- .
Lincoln, 111.,' Oct
at Andersonville, Ltbby, Belle Isle and mands made upon it, and she Is often
other famous prisons of the Confeder- left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy is so truly a
acy were vividly recalled by memhelp to nature as Mother's Friend,
bers of the Illinois
of and no expectant mother should
fail
War Association, who assembled, her to use
It relieves the 'pain1 and
today for their annual reunion.; !.;A discomfort caused by the strain on
considerable number of the old sol the, ligaments, makes pliant and elasdiers were, present, and they, Bpent tic those fibres and i muscles, which
numbthe greater part of the, day exchang- nature is expanding, prevents inflam-mationess of limbs, and soothes the
n
ing reminisincences of their experienof breast glands. The system
ces while in ,t,he hands of.Ahe enemy.
being thus prepared by Mother's
Tomorrow the association will choose Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
.tin
officers, for; tile year. t,.
may not be safely met.
Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
for the. mother,: and she is
i
WEDDING ' recovery
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
he
New Yorki Oct
wedding rearing of her
off Miss' Maria Thompson, daughter child. Mother's YVJVlYnTrlVfr
of William J. Thompson of thig cjty; J55"d.-Jt
and Victor V. Bidder, (eon of Herman
wtit!
totolli
Ridder proprietor of the New York
:
Staats-Zeituntook place today. The book for expect--'
ant mothers which contains much
ceremony was largely attended by re- Valuable
information, and many suglatives and friends of the bride Rnd
of a helpful nature.
gestions
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The Woman's Political Study club
investigated, found everything to he
as stated in the prospectus; and the
members of v the organization wli;
visit Colonia in a body at a hear date
to be taught the Various labor say-instunts that are there on tap.
Mrs. F. S. Sleesman, of No. 89S
Hudson Boulevard is president of the
Women's Political Study club

Advertised Goods

...uyjuuMUMll

sided Over by an expert, even though
she had to be the lady who prepares
the daily menus and hands out the
helpful hints in the favorite monthly
magazine. .This was the "best jlittle
gleam of hope that the overworked,
housekeepers had' seen, and they began to make real plan8 for putting
the suggestion into effect 6ut they
didn't listen and learn why.
A ''simpler easier way out of the
''
difficulty came. The Women's Politi
cal Study dub which might become
a suffragette organization were it
not for the fact that it has its home
in; Hudson ;eountyJ stamping ground
extraordinarv of Whtical turmoils.
where even the strongest ,man shrinks
rrom entering public life-i--got
wind
Of an institution out in Colonla, N.
J.,
conceived and presided over by Mrs.
Frank Ambler Patterson, former pres
ident of the State Federation of Wo
men's clubs, and designed ,especialjy
to banish the troublesome servant for
'
all time.
Out there, came the report, women
were taugnt so imany artful little
dodges and foxy artifices for ducking
the unpleasant features of housework
that they could do every single thing
required by a family of infinite num
ber, even ' including mendlne the
stockings of the Juvenile representatives, with scarcely the turning over

a.finger...

'
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It At ways

Sisters-hang-togethe-

groom.

IT PAYS TO BUY

WH Y

Distributor

ally we didn't have anything left to
bet, and when the showdown came
he laid down four aces, just topping
'
my fours. I knew he had worked an
old game, picking up his confeder
ate's discarded ace, instead of the
card dealt to him from the pack.
"The only thing I could do was to
get out my artillery, and the stranger
had the same impulse. The difference
In results was that they buried the
stranger the next day and the doctor
trimmed off part of this finger.
"But the peculiar part about that
shooting scrape was that when the
witnesses came up in court the next
day they all swore that only one shot
had been fired and wouldn't believe
otherwise until they were shown my
missing finger and the empty shell in
the stranger's gun."
"Did you ever have any trouble
with the courts over the shooting?"
asked the missionary.
"No," replied the Texan. "That was
justifiable homicide."
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Brewery
.

$2.00 to $5.00
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B. F. McGUIRE
Las Vegas
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Its high reputation is due to its exclusive Saazer Hop
flavor, its low percentage of alcohol and thorough ageing
in the largest storage cellars in the World. Only the very
best materials find their way into our plant
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NEW BISHOPS

m

York, Oct 26. The number
of Episcopal bhmops is
likely 'to be
materially, increased as the result of
action to be teken by the House of
Episcopal Church bishops, which met
for, a special session in this citv
day with Bishop Tuttle of Missouri,
presiding. The new bishona nmhnhw
will be five or six in number.' Sev- eral will be named to fill vacancies In
existing missionary districts and the
others wUl become the heads of missionary districts yet to be created.
Vacancies in Japan and China are to
be filled and bishops chosen
for the
new missionary district to
emhrnr- the Panama Canal zone and for a new

missionary district in South ' Dakota
which it is proposed to create for the
henefit of the Indiana 1 thkt secUon.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take UXATIVE rBitOMO, ,
Quinine
Tablets. Drugglsta refund
money if
It fails to cuis.
E, w GROVE'S
is on each box, 25c.
,

The man who wants the
right of
way wants It; right away. The girl who doesnt care
knows her is seldom over 18.
The Optic prints all the news.

who

LAS VfflAS DAILY OPTIC, "THURSDAY,
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I'
ers
in the country will address the the' legislature In l8Ji and was -- r i
Our own faith in Rexall Orderlies
date publishers. They are Intended
tratlon of affairs, with the tact that
? merely for guidance In carry Inst out is so Btrong that we offer
convention durtng-ftses- - elected in 1904, 1906 and 1908, ana
them to you we have over $500,000 in the
treasury
the provisions ot the law, to the end with our own positive personal guar and no deficit, that we have
made a good record at each session;
'
t that
no matter the circulation in the antee, that if they do not thoroughly $137,000 for good roads and thatspent
--.' "
a9 he did in the constitutional convenp
.'Distributors
the
l.
NORWEGIAN
malls of which is forbidden may be satisfy you, you. only need tell us and roads are here to
BAPTISTS.
tians.
for
themspeak
Howard, S. D., Oct 26. Leaders of
accepted or carried. Their enforce- - we will hand back to you every penny selves, that our educational instituFitffor in Other Offices
ment should be characterized by wise you paid us for them. Therefore, In tions are in prosperous condition and the Norwegian: Baptist chnrch from
For 12 years he has been an inspect
; discretion
and conservatism in order trying them upon our recommedation that under the last democratic regime all parts of. the country gathered to- - tor of the Sheep Sanitary board, for
UuC luwu 01
r.that no innocent publisher may suffer you take no risk whatever.
Heron, tws conn- - ten years he has been United States
they were wrecks and jokes.
Rexall Orderlies taste like and are
: Injustice.
They have been asked to explain ty. for their aimnal conference." The commlsstosr and in each place hasJ
win continue several days
This is the last rule issued on this eaten like candy. They do not gripe, why, nnder the Thornton regime,
given, eminent astJsfacUon. The broad I
cause anusea,. excessive' looseness, or
they had educational institutions val- and will be devoted to the discussion Interest he takes In the advancement
subject by the postofflce department.
Assistant Attorney General Goodwin any other annoyance. They act so ued at not to exceed $250,000 and of numerous matters relating to the of the territory, resulted in his being)
Fabric
or the denomination.
The Bent an a delegate to the National If--1
of (the postofflce department said that easily that they may be taken at any that we now have aducational Institu- wont
or
in which the conference
. Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
he knew of no new rule. The enforce- - time, day fornight. They are partlcn tions under territorial management cnurch
Legation congress at Albuquerque inj
meets is the- only Norwegian
good
children, aged or deli valued in excess of $2,000,000.
ment of the law mentioned in this rule larly
Baptist 1908 and to Spokane In 1909 as well!
'
cate persons. They are put up In
All Styles
.
! is under his supervision.
They have been confronted with cnurcn in Houtft Dakota.
as to the Farmers' National congress
convenient tablets in thr.e sizes of the fact that the same
demoRockefeller
re
of
vice
gang
Three cases, the
at Rareigh, North Carolina in 1909.
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cratic bosses, the same political
port case at Chicago and the Indictm
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Oct. 26. The sixth n
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r
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and be
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ments against the
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the' Thornton ad- nual exhibition of the National Dairy
Front IX In,
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St Louis, Oct.
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secre
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city,
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powers
the democratic party
Binford stories, all under the amendof the Interior under President
and they have been asked to tell the today, to continue until November 4. tary
ment' of ld09 and 1911, have caused
Beniamin Harrison, reached ,1 Ms
The
management
has
worked hard to
people why the democratic party is
it.onslderable' comment by newspapers
now more worthy of trust than In the make the exhibition this year the eightieth birthday anniversary today
ECZEMA REMEDY ALSO
the
country.
and was the recipient of congratulathroughout'
days when
bankrupted New Mexico greatest of Its kind ever held and' tions from many friends.
General
Mr. Hitchcock overruled Mr. uooa
WASHES. PIMPLES AWAY In less than four
PRICES- the success of their efforts Is
years.
attested Noble Is a native of Ohio and a grad
win in the Rockefeller case, but th
the
by
and
large
elaborate display of
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2.000 lb.
Mora, Eacti Dellvsfp
V., tOs Br 10t
uate of Tale. Duringi the war he
ntehmond cases . are pending. Mr.
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No remedy that I have ever sold stand on the wool industry, which
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to
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his
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not
been
tso per 108 tte. f
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President
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Taft
ter official attention.
visits Milwaukee- toA 25c trial bottle can be secured at greatest Industrial strike in the hissince the close of the war to his
A
AiN
once.
tory of England and probably of the morrow he will be the truest of
extensive law practice in this city.
vas for a living wage and or at the biggest luncheon ever riven
My patrons find that D. D. D. not world
In
Harvesters, fitorers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Parity
4. 4. V.
this city. The Merchants and
only gives instant relief to the Itch- that it took place in the home of the
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ing, burning skin, quickly driving out foreign cattle barons, for whom W. C.
noauuiiuoB, nafl ai SAID'
Famoos Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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geu ror the luncheon to be
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the most delightful (wash for the com- ernor, is the New Mexico manager.
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and employes will- WOULD
They have shown that the land m
plexion they ever used. Absolutely
gather
Wlliliam J. Kelly has been engaged harmless and pleasant to use, D. D. England is gone, that the skilled about the board to listen to th pre
to play his old jolei of jMessaJa1. In D. cleanses the skin of all minor im- workmen can hardly exist, that Eng. ident speak on industrial topics.
Mrs. Delia Lon Unabfe to Stand
"Ben Hur.'
purities, such as rashes and pimples, land is the originator and today the
Bob's
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If. it may be termed a scienca most;
OHIO D. A. R. IN SESSION.
Cn Her Feet More than a Few
over night, and leaves the skin clear only exponent of free trade and a
landed aristocracy in the world.
Sandnsky, 0., Oct. e6.The annual
Sister," had a production in New Ha and smooth as that of a child.
Minutes at a Time."
include a means of
ven recently and scored well,
preseating the
It is now generally known that They have been asked where they conference of the Ohio chapters of
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who ' steam
democratic
bosses,
rollered the state convention, have
ever tried.
Hearst is well known
politically and his methods are well
l.nown.
He has bolted the demo
cratic party after each 'national con
vention for years. Just a few days
ago he announced In the 'press dispatches1 that he had come back into
the party and he will doabtless stay
until after the first national convention when he will again bolt as in
the past and. form ytotlier'- one of
his "new parties" Which ,hae become
a byword to democracy; 1 is said the
New Mexico democratic bosses care
nothing about that they will deliver
him the votes in the national convention and he can use them as he
wants. It may result in putting New
Mexico democracy in a serious pre
dicament but the democratic bosses
are serving only their own personal
ends and care nothing for the party
in New Mexico nor what becomes of
it. They are playing the same kind
of a game Hearst is playing and they
will try to hoodwink the rank and file
of their party until they get away
with the goods then the rank and
file can make the best f It.
The special edition, it Is said, will
follow the well known Hearst news
paper lines, Mn Jiearj toeing the
originator of the , yellow Journal, a
style of newspaper that has been
thoroughly discredited f throughout
be some-inthe country: JJut
democrats
real
the
when
doing,
the democrats at principle!, and not
been
of office hear what deftj-fca- s
framed un. and the democratic bosses
will have to, teen ibusV" explaining
...
. .. .
. . 'ia- - t. .
how ana why Mr. jiearsgjgot into tne
game and where he gets off.
This ia toe.f2a'OTeJuie demo
cratic bosses.JayjB,
empted
and It will beThlhl,nterestlng to
see how democracy '"Tnw' Mexico
takes the Hearst' medTciner J
g
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For Governor

'
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V--

HOLM

O'.

'BURSUM.

'f1t

V

'Lieutenant Governor
,'gq.UIAS MARTINEZ.
For "Secretary of State
.SECUNDIO ROMERO.
v?f or ? i$ Auditor
'ARQENT.
K
Treasurer

f

.',
,

,"

KLLVESTRE

r

MIRABAL.

For Attorney General

-

FRANK

,

TICKET

.STATE

W. CLANCY.

or Superintendent of Public Instruction
ANDREW B. STROUP.
'oi' Commissioner of Publio Lands
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
For Supreme Court Judges
FRANK W. PARKER,
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
For Corporation Commissioners
GEORGE W. ARMIJO.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
'

M. S. GROVES.

For Representatives

in Congress

GEORGE CURRY,
ELFEGO BACA.
o
CALL FOR PRIMARY.

........

Notice is hereby given that there
will be a meeting of the republican
TOters of Precinct twenty-nin- e
Thursday evening, October 26, at 8 o'clock,
at the city hall, for the purpose of
holding a primary to select delegates
to the county convention and to
transact any other business that may
properly come before the convention.

J.

S. DUNCAN,

Chairman.

10-24--

IIEA.HST GRABS NEW MEXICO DEMOCRATS NOW
William Randolph Hearst has broken into the democratic campaign in
New Mexico, according to information which .has leaked out from the
of
the democratic
headquarters
bosses at Santa Fe, and he will put
out, a campaign edition of the Los
'Angeles Examiner for circulation dur
ing the closing days of the campaign.
It is said that in return for this spe
cial edition, Mr. Hearst has been
promised the votes of the democratic
delegation ia the next national con
vention and he will also get a good
sized cash donation from the demofund something
cratic campaign
that 'democratic editors have been ex-pecting to receive by way of helping
'them through the present campaign
but which they will now lose in favor
of Mr. Hearst.
It is a neat deal the democratic
bosses have framed op. They, want
to put A. A. Jones and Felix Martinez in the senate and Mr. Hearst
Is to help them get away with It
They in turn, it is said, have framed
thai dele; control
up another deal
gation to the next national convention and give- - It to Mfr. Hearst. This
.

-

In case the democratic attempt to
keep New Mexico out of the Union is
upheld in the house and the territory
is compelled to vote on proposed
amendments, a proceeding flagrant,
inserting and without warrant in law
justice, would it not, after all, be
4setgain to fool them and submit?
JIany and various have been the
schemes proposed ; which it has always been hoped .would -- incite such
resedfraent in New Mexico as would
cause her to refuse the terms. We
fooled them once on, the enabling act,
the most unfair,, unjust, IJlegal, ''final expression o disgust" ever imposed on citizens of the United
States. We accepted it Congress
has1 again added insult to injury.
If
'crucial decision, per
it comes to
haps we had. better accept again.
That is, with any sort of a guarantee
that another Insulting condition will
not be immediately forthcoming. It
might be worth while to have another opportunity, to, rebuke the peanut politicians" at home.;'
The whole business is Illegal and
we may
domineering
expect that New Mexico will be treated that 'way until she becomes a
state. One more piece" of contumely
more or less, after all makes little
difference. It hardly seems worth
while to fight over this one.
In passing it might be worth while
to repeat that any constitutional
amendment of any kind known to
have the endorsement of Fergusson,
Jones, Hand, McGIH and company
will have about as much show now
as the proverbial sphere of cnrystal-ize- d
moisture in the abiding place of
the condemned.
' If it com.es to a showdown we can
do it, but in the y words' of Eugene
Manlove Rhodes to congress, "for the
Lord's sake don't make us any more
.
promises."
In case New Mexico repeats her
ratification to the constitution as requested, it is hardly necessary to
say that no citizen believes the fulfillment of the condition will be binding on congress.

in

i

;
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NEW. YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New,' York, Oct. 26. Selling of the

OFVA.?
(Continued From Page One)
who has been preaching civic righteousness to the benighted people of
New Mexico, was part and parcel of
this treacherous gang. Today the
people of Virginia are living under a
constitution they never had a chance
to vote on. A constitution that has
disfranchised more than one half of
the white voters or the state. Yet he
had the audacity to come all the way
to New Mexico and preach to us on
civic rigfihteousness. Ye gods! He
tells us too, that our constitution is
conimpossible of amendment. The
to
make, requires
stitution he helped
not that amendments may be submitted to the people by one legislature,
sucbut It requires that they pass two
cessive legislatures before the people
ever get a chance at them. ProbIn force
ably they would declare them
without submission. That is the safest
way to let the people rule.
Other Constitutions Not Submitted
I presume the Virginia statesmen
not submitting the constitution
in
which they had framed to the people
for adoption, felt they had good dem
ocratic precedent for not doing so. In
had
Kentucky, after the convention
framed the purported constitution and
it had been approved by the people,
and
the convention
erafted on to it some of the most
monstruous provisions that ever went
Into any organic law, and the dem
ocratic supreme court sustained the
like Virginia,
outrage. Mississippi,
never submitted its constituton to the
one form or
people at all. In tact, In
are
methods
quite com- these
another,
democratic
m the
l
states, yet such people come to us
with the slogan, "Let the people rule,"
of
They must know that the people
New Mexico realize that there Is not
a democratic state in the Union, in
which not only the negroes, but a very
large proportion of the whites are not
disfranchised. That instead of the
people ruling in such states, it is don's
There are
by a political oligrachy.
few of the democratic states which
cast as many votes as are polled In
many northern congressional districts.
Yet most of them send eight to tm
Washington." '
representatives

Partisan Election Boards
Their election laws are outrageous.
Election boards are appointed by the
political gang in power. These are
partisan boards. They are not only
partisan as between political parties,
but are partisans of the state machine, and in the primary election for
nomination of deomcratic candidates
they see to it that no one is ever nominated who has not the approval of
the ga,ng. eYt these people have the
audacity to send one of their chief
representatives to New Mexico, where
fvery man, no matter how poor he
may be, has the right to cast a ballot
and have it counted. He will continue
U have that power so long as the re
publican party remains in control. He
villMose it should the state ever become., democratic. Instead of the peoinple then ruling, its affairs will fall,
a
to the hands of
political oligarchy.
'
To the aristocratic southerner the
able
are
"people" are the class who
the
tax
for
a
to
poll
and willing
pay
afprivilege of participation in public
the
that
the
idea
his
mind
To
fairs.
poorer classes should have a voice, Is
abhorrent It is in republican states
that the poor man can vote.

fONB-HUNDRE-

A.xW. GLEASON,

(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh' Qure-taken interacts
nally, and
directly on the blood
mucous
and
surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY' & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c ,
Take Hall's Family pills for constipation.
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. C. D. Amphletl,
representative 6f
M. Crafty of Denver was In this city

today visiting
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Steel issues furnished the only active
movement In the morning on the
stock market. The general list held
fairly steady. As the time for the
meeting of the United States Steel directors approached, some large blocks
of United States Steel were thrown on
the market and the price fell to 58.
to 19
Republic Steel gave way 1
and the preferred 2 to 78, eclipsing
the low figures of yesterday. Colorado Fuel lost 1
and the Bethelehem
Steel issues declined fractionally.
Railroad stocks lost little ground, al
though the average level was slightly
under yesterday's closing.
Bonds were irregular. The tobacco
issues were lower on profit taking
sales. When It became known that
the meeting of United States Steel dl- directors was to officially cancel the
lease of the Hill ore property and reduce ore transportation rates, the
stock manifested a rallying tendency
and rose to 59. Prices elsewhere
hardened sympathetically, with the
active issues selling a trifle abova yesterday's closing. The market closed
steady.
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"

ed on flattering reports as to the approaching harvest In the Argentine,
wheat traders today looked with most
favor on the bear side of the market.
cents
Opening prices were Y to
December started at 1.00
lower.
to and steadito 100, a loss of
ed 100101. The close was steady
a net
with December at
.
loss of
Corn, eased off, owing to the favorable weather, and the fact that cables
were weak. December opened undown at 63 to 64 and
changed to
declined to 63. Tbe close was firm
for December a net gain
at 64
of
There was only a scattered demand
for oats. December started a shade to
to
Vs cents under last night at 41
and receded to
Provisions were firm! First sales
were unchanged to IVz cents higher
with Jan. $15.70 for pork; $8.95
forward and $8.12$ for ribs.
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LANT OF THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER

With a aesire to better the lighting
facilities of the city the council is
negotiating with the Las Vegas Electric and Power company for the. installation of a new system of street
lamps. A plan which Is believed. to
be satisfactory to both parties, has
been drawn up and as soon this is
approved by the Federal Light and
Power company, of New York, which

!

11

ii

--

BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 26. With eyes focus
CHICAGO

'

"

COMPANY

controls the local plant, the new sys- amount of electricity that Is; consumtem probably will be placed In opera-ion- ed at present the city will thus be
, ..
able to install a much larger number
i
According to the new plan of light- of lamps, lighting many parts of the
ing the big arc lights now in use will city which at present are extremely
be dispensed with. In theif place will
dark after night fall. Tungsten light,
pe installed modern tungsten . lamps.
systems have replaced arc lights
ing
Lamps of this character give more
light with less current than any oth- in many of the larger cities and are
er lamp devised. Burning, the same found to be entirely satisfactory.
..

'.'...

4

40.

41i

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK

m

Chicago, Oct. 26. Cattle, receip
R.B00.
Market slow. 'Beeves $4.
8.75: Texas steers $4.005.85; west
era $4.157.00; Btockers and feeders
$4.90
$2.905.75; cows and heifers
5.85; calves $5.008.50.
Hoes, receipts 22,000. Market strong.
Lights $5.706.37; mixed $5.80
45; heavy $5.756.45; rough $o.75
06.00: good to choice heavy $6.00
6.45; pigs $3.755.85; bulk of sales
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$6.156.35.

Sheep, receipts 30,000. Market stea
dy. Native $2. 25 3. 70; western z.40
3r80; yearlings $2.604.25; lambs,
native $3.756.00; western $3.75
6.10.

.

...,.

1

i

'

Raton,

N. M.,

October

REPUBLICAN

STOCK

CITY LIVE

KANSAS

THE CAPITOL AT SANTA FE,
vvhere H. .0. Bursum, republican candidate, will be inaugurated as governor fo New Mexico.

reKansas City,- - Oct, 26. Cattle
southerns.
1,000
ceipts 6,000; including
Market steady. Native steers $5.50
8.75; southern steers $3.755.00;
southern cows and heifers $2.754.25
native cows and heifers $2.757.Q0:
stockers and feeders $3.905.75;
bulls 3.254.50; 'calves $4i007.50;
western seers $4.007.60; western
cows $2.755.20.
Hogs, receipts 12,000; market steady. Bulk of sales $5.756.35; heavy
$6.306.40; packers and butchers
6.206.40; lights 5.756.25; plga
v

E W EM VMM 1S T

$4.205.50.

'Sheep receipts 5,000. Market steady. Muttons $2.903.75; lambs $4.25
5.85; range wethers and yearlings
$3.004.50; range ewes $2.253.75.
,

LOUIS S. WILSON.
23, 1911.

'

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County., ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senlqr partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney
'iCo; dolrig: business
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum
DOLLARS for each and every case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Hall's t3atarjkJDure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886. -

TODAY'S MARKETS

STATESMANSHIP

rock-ribbe- d

HOW TjHEA "STAND

OCTCEER 25,1911.

PRIMARY

TO BE HELD TONIGHT

'm-ik--

.

Harvard

-

(Hand

NEW YORK COTTON
New York, Oct. 25. Cotton futures
closed steady. Closing bid: Oct. 9.5;
Nov. 9.5; Dec. 9.20; Jan. 9.03; Feb.
9.08; March 9:i5; April 9.20; May

Finished)

,

YORK MONEY
New York, Oct. 26. Money on call
NEW

2;

We

closing bid
steady, ruling .rates
Mexican dollars
offered at

2;
45; prime

2;

mercantile paper

per ecnt.

44

".

,'

t
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;

7

Oct

are prepared with'a full line of sizes and

qual- -

I 1: (
MnliU L..II...
lg, uumv icciiug

...j.
buy underwear
4,

'., . . ..
1.
uaaer
your clothing if you
1

trom us.

1
;

i

26.

familv

"Harvard Mills'

ST, LOUIS SPELTER
St. Louis,

Underwear.

uics ia uoiu iwypiece ana union suits to fit (he entire

i

wps&iuss

ST. LOUIS WOOL
St.. Louis, Oct 26. WooL quiet; territory and western mediums 1720;
18; fine 1115.
fine mediums
.

7

'my:

.

For the purpose of electing
gates to the republican counts
vention, which will be held tomorrow
in the court house, the republicans
of Precinct 29, which Includes the en.
tire city of East Las Vegas, will bold
a primary, this evening in the city
hall. The meeting will be called to
order at 8 o'clock and all republicans who reside, in the precinct are
urged to be present The convention
tomorrow is expected to be. characterized by a lively rivalry for' numerous
positions on the ticket For thlsirea-so- n
the republicans of' this precinct
are expected to take an unusual Interest in the primary tonight. Every
loyal republican who has the interest of his party and the county at
heart should be present at the meeting tonight.
delecon-

TT

Buy Underwear That Is Good and
Fully Guaranteed By the Makers

9.26; June 9.30; July 9.34; August
WILL 9.28; Sept. 9.25.

29
VOTERS OF PRECINCT
DELEGATES
TO
SELECT
COUNTY CONVENTION. ,

Mills9'

H

Per Garment
20c to $3.00

Lead firm 4.15;

spelter firm 6.20.

Opposite
Don't trifle with a cold la good sd
vice for prudent men and women. 1'
may be vital In case of a child.
There is nothing better than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for courts
and colds In children. It is safe and
sure. For sale by all druggists.

Castaneda

,

,

Thh

;Q

'

'

Store of Oalitv

Opposite

Castaneda

'

Hotel

flotel

N.Mf

It'

-- -

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription- leaving
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill our
prescription.

Phone Main 3

Just Received New Line
of

Ladies' and Misses'
'
Coats
Long

Old-ring- 's

fly to Snodgrass.

HERE

Victor-Victr-

a

ol

S15.00
If you haven't heard this
$15 Victor - Yictrola,
don't put it oil any longer.
Go today and hear it play
your favorits music. Other
styles at $25, $40, $50, $75,

;

CO.

Lord went to third on
Collins was
out on an easy grounder. Doyle to
On his last Chance at bat
Merkle.
In a world's championship game during 1911 Baker struck out No runs,
one hit, no errors.
Ninth Inning
New York. Merkle lifted a high one
and was out, Barry taking the fly.
Herzog singled to center and went to
second on Oldting'a errors. Herzog
took third on a wild pitch. Herzog
scored on Fletcher's out at first, 'Collins to Davis. Mcllnnes went to first
In place of Davis. It was Mclnness'
first game in the world's series. Wilson out Baker to Mclnness. One
run one hit one error. .
,
The Box Score.
New York
AB R H PO A E
0 5 0 0
Devore, If
game.

MEDICINE

after'

-

WINTERS DRUG

-

Larrazolo returned Cia, after
noon from a short trip to Stnta Fe
Rev. Father Moog returned tome to
Rivera this afternoon,
shot t
visit in Las Vegas.
C. J. Huppert will leave to Is even
CANDIDATES
ON STATE
FIVE
ing on Santa Fe train No
TICKET TALK AGAINST TIME
home in St. Louia.
IN OPERA HOUSE.
A. A. Owens and Jess Htibes, of
Mineral Hill, drove in fro
their
Five candidates on the democratic
home yesterday on business.)
A Teitlebaum left this aftertoon for state ticket addressed an audience at
his home In Atlanta, Ga., aft spend the Duncan opera house last evening
on what they termed "the 'ssues of
ing several months in Las V&as.
Mrs. Henry Huning, after! a Visit the campaign." Their addresses conwith friends in this city leftlthis af sisted mainlyi in promises of what
ternoon for her home in Los jtOffeles. they intend to do if they are elected.
Deputy United States Mars.f Tom By their addresses several of them
T. Claggett accompanied by liyHlll, showed that there 1b much doubt as
both of Los Cerrillo8, came inl his af to their competency to perform the
I f
ternoon.
u functions of the offices to which they
j
John Stein, general superinttndfmt aspire. Those who addressed the
of this division of the Harvey, houSfe meeting were W. C. McDonald, candi
can
system, arrived this afternoon from date for governor; W .R. McGill,
N.
Alvin
didate
for
attorney
general;
the south.
D. W. Lee, local manager j;f the White, candidate for state superin
Mountain States Telephone ant Tele- tendent of public instruction; H. Van
candidate for corporation com
graph company, left this afternbn for Stone,
missioner, and Harvey B. Fergusson,
Shoemaker.
Herman Ilfeld has returned torn a candidate tot congress.
Mr. McDonald accomplished what
trip to New York and Chicago, 'where
he went on business for the Charles may be termed a difficult feat; he
t
talked for over an hour without sayIlfeld company.
J. A. Conley, division mast me ing anything. In fact, Mr. McDonald
chanic of the Santa Fe with head- announced at the beginning of his
quarters at Raton, came in last'nlght address that he was afraid that he
might "say something." This demonfrom the north.
Sewer Contractors McGover and strated to the voters present that Mr.
Ryan left this afternoon for Pjieblo, McDonald is not the man the people
Mexico want for governor.
having completed their part oi the of New
Mexico
wants a governor who is
New
sewer contract here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Raynolds aJter not afraid to say what he thinks.
a short visit in this city, left thik aft- New Mexico wants a governor, too,
ernoon for Denver. They' stopped off who can do things as well as say
them. For a governor who Is afraid
on their way from El Paso.
to say things will be even more tim
iXew
of
resident
a
George Stave,
Jersey, arrived in Las Vegas yester id about putting his ideas into action.
McDonald touched upon every
day and will In all probability mide Mr.
here, at least during the coming win subject that .has been discussed dur
ing the campaign. But he did not
ter.
Cleofes Romero,
warden of the go into any of them deeply. Perhaps
state penitentiary at Santa Fe, arrived this was due to lack of knowledge
this afternoon and will be In Las Vegas of the subjects at hand. Mr, McDona short time attending the republican ald denounced what he termed the
gang-riddeconvention at Las Ve
convention.
He said nothing, however, con
gas."
Vicente Montoya, clerk in the Bos
ton Clothing house, returned
last cerning the convention at which he
a was nominated, in spite of the fact
went
from
where
El
Paso
he
night
week ago to attend the' Statehood that the distinguished citizen of
Texas, who made the slate, the more
celebration.
or
less Honorable Felix Martinez, oc
Dr. and Mrs. F. H. Crail are exa seat on the platform.
cupied
latter
pected home, from Chicago the
Mr.
McGill
followed Mr. McDonald.
part of this week or the. first of next.
Dr. Crail was operated on while in, Evidently he hoped to keep .on fol
the Windy City and has recovered lowing him, as he said If McDonald
was elected it "was nothing more
t ;
rapidly.
than right that I should be." Mr. McF. L. Myers, superintendent of tie Donald
evidently does not put much
Santa FeV returned last night from a value
upon his ability as a lawyer.
trip to Albuquerque. In company with He said a number of republicans had
General Superintendent J. M. Kuril, assured him of their
support because
he went to the Duke City Tuesday on the
"do not want a good
republicans
a special train composed of their two lawyer for
attorney general." If this
cars.
statement were true, Mr. McGill
Judge Clarence J. Roberts, republi- probably would get a big majority
can candidate for the supreme court of the republican votes, Judging from
v
who has beer holding court in the his record, which was published In
in
the
southern part of
these columns some time ago. Acterritory
courtesy to Judge Pope, passed cording to Mr. McGill's statement he
through here yesterday on his way should have been nominated for terto his home In Ratoti.
ritorial auditor, as he stated that he
Roman Gallegos of San Jose, chair- would make it his business to watch
man of the board of county commis- all the books of the territorial offsioners and prominently mentioned icials.' Thus he Implied that if the
for the republican nomination for democrats are elected they will need
sheriff of San Miguel county, Is here watching.
Mr. White remarked that If he. Is
and will remain until after the republican convention, which will occur to- elected he will see that politics is not
morrow.
injected into the public schools sysMr. and Mrs. T. R. fealcomb after tem. Then ho took a drink and sat
down
spending several months in Denver
II. Van Stone did not burden the
returned to Las Vegas last night
They are now packing up their people Ions;. He said he favored a
Mr. Van
household goods and will move to business administration.
Denver. They came to the Meadow Stone said that the duties of, the corCity last winter from Denver, their poration commissioners are much restricted by the constitution and they
former home.
Mrs. Ida Hobbick, daughter cf Mrs. can accomplish little real work. PerAmelia J. Pierce, ;,who died Monday haps entertaining this., belief, he is
at the State Insane Asylum, is ex- looking for a soft snaD if placed In
:!''
pected to arrive tomorrow afternoon office by the people.
All
'Las
But it was not until Mr. Fergusson
Angeles.
from her home In
arrangements for the disposal of the took the platform that the real fireHe entertained his
body will be made after 8he works began.
JO hearers with a scholarly dissertation
comes to Las Vegas.
Jage Graaf has received a commu- regarding Rome and Greece. Then he
nication from EI Paso calling him talked In favor of the initiative,
and recall and other measures
back to the Border City on Important business and will leave tomorrow that the people of New Mexico repuj
or Saturday. ' He came to Las Vegas diated long ago.
from El Paso Wednesday with the Intention of making a two weeks' visit
DEMOCRATS KILLING. TIME
with his, family, who are still resi'"V
dents of this city.
Marking time while they bore the
Mrs. Frank Flommerf elt, accom- rank and file of the delegations with
d
speeches the leaders of
panied by Mn Flommerfelfs mother,
the
east
from
the
democratic party in San Miguel
this
afternoon
arrived
They will stop in Las Vegas several county are doing everything in their
rl8?B visiting J. A. RossV Mr. Flora-rerfe- power to delay the action of the councame in from his home in ty convention now in session In Mack-el'- s
hah on the Plaza. When asked
Douglas, Ariz., several days ago to
meet his wife and mother, who have the reason for the delay the leaders
responded they were holding caucuses
been on a trip to Chicago.
for the purpose of selecting a slate.
It? W rumored that the democrats are
DEAD
PRESIDENT
trying to induce republicans of the
i RAILROAD
of
Goode
2
county, as "progressives" to accept
Leroy
Oct
"Boston,
New York, president of the Cairo and places on their ticket thu3 hoping to
N'orf oil? railroad was found dead in befuddle the Judgment of the voters.
the Parker House today Deathjwas Late this afternoon the convention
bad not succeeded in perfecting perattributed to an overdose of
'
manent organization. ' ';
'"' "'
,
,
O. A.

Davis. No runs, no hits, one error.
Philadelphia Wilson wont- - into
catch for New York. Lord drove a
double to left his third hit of the

DEMOCRATS MAKE

PERSONALS

The Prescriplionisl

FIVE
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LAS VEGAS DAH.V OPTIC,

new

$100, $150, $200, $250.
A

Dollar a Week Will Do

Edison Phonographs
at $15. $22, $27, $30, $45,
$65, $75

.

Columbia
$15,

Grphophones

$25.-$4-

$50

We are Headquarters for
Sheet Music and all Musical
Goods

Only at

15he Rosenthal
Opposite

Made from pure,

4-- 0

2b

4

1

4
Snodgrass, cf.
3
Murray, rf. ,
4
Merkle, lb
4
Herzog, 3b
Fletcher, ss." ..'.,....4
3
Meyers, c
1
Ames, p.
1
Wiltse. p
0
Marquard, p
Wilson, c
,,....0
x Crandall
v...O

0

Doyle,

0

11

4

0

1

0

0

0

1

0
0

1

1

0
9
0

0

1

2

Oj

1

6

1

0

0
0

0
1
0
0

0

0

10 110

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

1

1
0

0
0

0

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD

i

0

Makes home baking easy. Nothing:
,,fcui'fiul it for making, quickly and
perfectly, delicate hot biscuit,
muffing cake and pastry.

hot-bread- s,,

0
0
0

Y. M. C. A.

grape cream of tartar

Protects the food from alum.

1

33 2 4 24 9 3
Totals
x Crandall batted for Ames in fifth

1

They are beauties and
prices are right.

Hoffman &

Graubarth
Phone Main 104

".;

P. S. Ladies' ribbed, fleece

n

lined union suits, 65c value

(

for 39c.

,

INVESTIGATING

M'NAMARA

Indianapolis, Oct. 26. That agents
of the federal department of Justice
have been Investigating allegations
against John J. McNamara of conspiracy to destroy buildings by dynamite
became known here today. The
Jury lor this dlstriot will soon
open an Investigation and subpoenas
Ihave been issued for witnesses. "
gener-al'gran-

d

STARTS WEST
Spofford, Texas, Oct 26. Aviator
Rodgers today announced that he
might resume his flight toward the
Pacific coast this afternoon.
RODGERS

Happy, Happy

Use TIZ

A

Marvel For Sore Feet. Acts Right

'

Off

,

!

.

Sore Feet? Never After Ualng TIZ
Good-by- e
sore feet, aching feet,
swollen feet, sweaty" feet, smelling
fei-t- .
tired feet.
Good-by- e
corna, callouses and bunraw
ions and
spots.
You've never tried anything like
TIZ before for your feet It is differ
nt from anything ever before sold.
It acta at once and makes the feet
feel remarkably fresh and
TIZ Is not a powder. Powderu and
other foot remedies clog up the pores.
exuda-ticnTIZ draws out all poison0".,
of the
soreness
which bring on
that
remedy
la
the only
feet, and
does. TTZ cleans out every pore
and glorifies the feet your feet.
YouH never limp again or draw
for-ge- t
up yoar face p pain, and you'll
caland
bunions
about your coma,
.
persor-ew
a
like
feel
louses. YouH
after
If yon don't find U thte true
can gef your
trying a box of TIZ you
.
coney right back.
t
TIZ is for sale at all druggists
Bent
t
will
25 cent, per box, or It
WsJter
yon direct If you wish from
HI.
Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago.
For sale by all druggists.
sore-proo-

f.

.

leng-winde-

ATHLETITS FOR SECOND

Til

ARE WORLD'S

(Continued From Page One)
Devore and sat down. Collins bunted
but Wiltse fielded the ball to first
ahead of the fleet second baseman.
Baker was out at first, Merkle unassisted. No runs, no hits, no errors.
'
Sixth Inning
New York Captain Doyle was retired on a foul fly to Baker, which
the latter got after a long run and
sensational catch. Snodgrass drove a
liner to left center which Oldrin?
took off his shoestrings after a long
run. Murray was given his base on
balls, the second one for the Indian
during the game, Murray was forced
at second on Baker's throw of Mer-kle'-s
grounder, Collins getting the put
out. No runs, no hits, no errors.
Philadelphia Murphy drove a long
fly to center field, which Snodgrass
misjudged and it went for a double.
Davis advanced Murphy to third on
his out Doyle to Merkle. It was not
an intentional sacrifice. Murphy scored on Barry's sacrifice fly to Devore.
Thomas struck out on three pitched
balls, one of which was called by the
umpire. One run, one hit, no errors.
Seventh Inning
New York Herzog reached first on
Barry's fumble of his easy grounder.
Davis captured Fletcher's foul fly.
Meyers again faced Bender. Bender
struck out his dusky rival, Wiltse also
fitruk out. "No runs, not hits, no errors.
had
been
Philadelphia Bender
pitching magnificent ball, not a run
having been scored on him except in
the first Inning. Bender lifted a fly
to. Doyle. Lord made an Infield single. Oldrin g singled to center, Lord
going to third and Oldrlng to second
on- the play. There was- an awful rack
et when Collins stepped the plate.
On a squeeze play Lord scored on
Collins' hit to Wiltse. The latter tried
to catch Collns at first but Merkle
dropped the ball. Oldrlng scored on
Baker's single over Doyle's head. Collins went to third on the hit Collins
scored on Murphy's single, Baker going to second. Murphy's hit' would
have been an easy double had Baker
not hesitated in running to second.
Davis singled to right, scoring Baker,
Murphy going to third. Barry drove
the ball over the temporary fence in
right field for a double, scoring Murphy. Thomas was the ninth man up
In the inning for the Athletic, they
having batted around with only one
but It was a great exhibition f continuous hitting. Davis and Barry scored on a wild pitch. So far in the inning thore had been seven runs scored on six hits. Marquard relieved
Wiltse. The game had almost resolved Itself in to a burlesque. Thomas made his first hit of the series on
a drive to right Bender up, Thomas
was out stealing, Meyers to, Fletcher.
Bender struck oit. 7 runs H hits, one
error.
Eighth Inning
New York Devore out at first Barry to Davis. Doyle out, Davis to Ben
der,. who covered first. The crowd
began to Jeave 'the grounds singing
and cheering. Barry made his third
error of the game by fumbling Snodgrass' grounder. The runner was safe
at first. Murray wa! retired on a
beautiful stop and throty by Collins to
-

.1

AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
5 1 3 1 0 0

Philadelphia
Lord, If.
Oldrlng, cf.
Collins 2b
Baker. 3b
Murphy, rf.
Davis, lb
Barry, ss
Thomas, c.
Bender, p.
Mclnness, lb.

'.5

3
2

D

1

4

0

2

2
0

0

1

0

0

3
0
0

1

1

I.. 6

1

5
4

2
3

0
2
4

...4

2

1

1
8

2
3
4
0

2
1
0
0

1

2

1

5

1

0

1

0

2

4
0

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORb
AND GET A BOX OF
Vi

STOP

0

37 13 13 27 12 6
Totals
Score by innings:
New York
x 13
Philadelphia
Two base hits Lord,
Summary:
Hits oft
Doyle,
Murphy, Barry.
Ames 4 in 4 innings, 17 at bat; off
14 at bat; Marquard
Wiltse 7 in 2
2 in 1
six at bat. Sacrifice fl- yBarry. Sacrifice hit Barry. Stolen
bases Herzog. Left on bases New
Bases on
York 6; Philadelphia 3.
balls oft Ames 1; Bender 4. Struck
but Ames 4; Wiltse 1; Bender 3;
Marquard 2. Wild pitches Marquard,
Bender. Time 2:15. Umpires Con
nolly behind plate; Brennan on bases;
Dineen, right field; Klem, left field.

pumrr candy

NEVirrs

1

SterlirijSilver Picture Frames
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'
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in all sizes and at very

reasonable prices.
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT

,

JEWELER

'it

PITCHER COOMBS IS

OPTICIAN

t

CHAS. LEWIS

SERIOUSLY INJURED
,

ATHLETICS' TWIRLER WRENCHED
HIS INTESTINES IN GAME IN

JAILOR FOR MEN
at i Home.

EverytriingMadfc

Stylish and

NEW YORK YE8TERDAY
'

Philadelphia, Oct. 26. Jack Coombs,
the Athletic pitcher, is in bed at his
home here with serious internal in
juries received in the sixth inning of
yesterday's game at New York, when
ha wrenched his intestines. Today hi.B
condition is much worse and his physi
cian called two other doctors. They
succeeded in reducing the injury and
say no operation will be necessary.
Coombs, however, will be in bed for a
week. He will be able to pitch again
'
next season, the doctors say.

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

,

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

r

-

-

-

.

v

WinnersOptic Classified Ads.
'

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00
-

M. CUNNINOHAM, PrwMwnt
Pmtd.nt
FRANK SPRINUBfi. Vi

J.

HOSKINS.
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'

VEGAS
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Interest Paid on 'Time Deposits
tan

"

.
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IDtfeSMONEY
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f

t ii'v..

"

'

.

.

ia of advantage to no one.

Besides it . is .often .
" directed toward
pleasure's pursuit, and then is
lost
forever.
;2j.3o

All

MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK
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!

r'5
X.:

A4

.
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'
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Ettray Advertisement
Notice la nereoy given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M,
One fclne roan horse, 10
or 12 years, 800 lbs., 13 hands,
Branded
On right hip
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to um
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 9, 1911. said date being 10
days, after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be aold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner wben found.

days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
y this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Oct 19, last pub. Oct. 30, '11.

To-wi- t:

EX

TO

NORMAL

MODERN PUPILS ARE LEARNING
, TO READ, BEFORE THEY
KNOW LETTERS.

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

COLUMN

THE

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY ANO BUSINESS

Eatray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by CHAPMAN
D. J. Cassidy, Jr., Mora. N. M.
One red heifer. 2 years,
To-wi-

600 lbs.

old,

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

LODGE

D1REGT0RY

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

NO. 2, A. F.

B. P. O. ELKS

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In each
mouth. Visiting brother cordiallv "invito
A,
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bottle
of
J lu- .larga
'
Said
animal being unknown to7tjii Foley's Kidney
ent will irivr' relief. For sale and colds In children.
cured'
me and
of the
Remedy
Possiblebuyet
;rA
It is saf nw
iuj
?oard, unless claimed by owner n or I have never been bothered sidce. I
diugsiws.
sure. For sale by all druggists.
iu.&o, mey nave come to be the finders
feefore Nor. 9, mt, Raid date
always recommend It" 0. G. gcHaef-e- r
ocst maretsl
f
bejing 10
and Red Cross Drug Co.
When, you went to school in the
little rural school house or even in
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CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
TION.

CONVEN- -

No. 35
No. 36
A convention of the
republicans of No. 34
the county, of San Miguel, Territory No. 37
f New Mexico, is called for the 27th No. 38
day of October, A. D. ' 191V at 9 No. 39
o'clock a. m., at the county court No. 40

Las Galenas ..
Penasco Bianco
San Isldro'1...
El Cerrni
Los Torres

4
2

are former Governor Joseph M. Brown,
for State Treasurer J. .Pope Brown,
and Richard B. Ruesell, Judge of the
court of appeal
This is Joseph M
Brown's third race for governor. He
defeated Hoke Smith for a second
term in 1908, and in 1910 was defeated for a second term by Smith. His
entry Into the present contest has
aroused the fighting blood of the SImth
adherents who look on his candidacy
as part of a plan of former Governor
Terrell and the old machine to gain
control of the Georgia democracy end
defeat Smith when he goes before the
as United States
people for
senator, r
The prohibition Issue is expected to
figure prominently in the campaign.
Judge Russell Is to make the race on
a local option platform, while J. Pope
Brown is a supporter of the present
Former
Statewide prohibition law.
Governor Brown straddles the prohibition question.
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6. And generally to do and
United States, under and by virtue of
IL C. de BACA.
per
(Seal)
the provisions of an act of the 86th form all other acts and things neces
C. C. ROBBINS,
(Seal)
Leeflslative assembly of the Territory sary or requisite to carry into effect
W. G. HAYDON.
(Seal)
2
of New Mexico (Session laws of 1905) the purposes and objects for which
THOS. W HAYWARD,
(Seal)
2
Chapter 79, entitled an act to regulate this corporation is formed.
H. C. SMITH,
(Seal)
TecoloUto
2
the formation and government of cor
Territory of Nw Mexico,
ARTICLE IV.
Bernal
2
poratlons, etc., and all acte amend
of San Miguel ss.
County
.
house in Las Vegas in said county No. 41 Canon Largo
The amount of the total authorized
2
"
tory thereof do hereby associate our
On this 10th day of October. A. 13.
and territory, for the purpose of nom- No. 42 Romerovilia
S
stock
of this corporation Is
selves together for the purpose of be capital
1911, before me personally appeared
No. 43 San Augustla
Two Hundred Fifty Thousand
inating the following officers:
2
)
a
for
the
coming
body
corporate
pur
One senator from the First sena- No. 44 OJitos Frios
Margarlto
Romero, C. C. Robblns, J.
3
Dollars, divided into Two Hunset
poses and objects hereinafter
No. 45 Cherry vale
torial district
2
dred Fifty Thousand (250,000) shares M. Cunningham, T. W. Hayward. W.
forth, and to that end hereby certify
O. Haydon, H. C. Smith and H. C. de
Three representatives Trom the No. 46 Emplazado K
S
of the per value of one ($1.00) dollar
as follows:
Sixth representative district, both No. 47 Hot Springs
each.
2
The amount of the capital Baca, to me known to be the persons
!
J
ARTICLE I.
described in and who executed the
districts composed ef the county of No. 48 Trementlna j.,
B
The name of this corporation shall stock with which this corporation foregoing instrument in
No. 49 Agua Zarca
San Miguel.
2
will commence business is Two Thouwriting, and
be "Romero Mining Company."
Thee county commissioners, one No. 50 Guadalupe
acknowledged that they executed the
2
sand
dollars.
t?,000)
ARTICLE II.
from each district of the connty.'
same as their free act and deed.
No. 61 San Ignacio , ,
2
ARTICLE V.
, ,
The location of Its prlnuclpal office
One county clerk.
No. 52 Las Colonial
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
3
in the Territory of New Mexico shall
The names and postofnce addresses the date In this certificate
One treasurer.
No. 53 Enclnosa A
6
first above
be at Las Vegas, San Miguel county, of the incorporators of this corpora- written.
One euperintendent of schools.
Proxies shall not N recognised un
,
New Mexico; and the name of the tion, and the number of shares sub (Notarial
One sheriff.
less they are residents of the same
Seal)
therein and in charge thereof, scribed for by each are as follows:
agent
One assessor.' j
from
.he
which
precinct
MARTIN DELGADO. '
delegates are
'
upon whom process against this corOne probate Judge.
U be selected.
Na of Notary Public, San Miguel County,
One surveyor.
poration may be served is, Margarlto Name and address
Shares
The various predicts are hereby
New Mexico.
Romero of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Margarlto Romero, Las Vegas,
The various precincts of the
ordered to elect three members of the
My
commission expires June 1, 1912.
county
New Mexico
ARTICLE III. ;
1340
of San Miguel shall be entitled to the central committee t said precinct
Endorsed:
No. 6958.
Cor. Rec'd.
The object for which this corpora- C. C. Robfblns. East Las Vegas.
Vol. 6, Page 132, Articles of Incorpo
following number of delegates from and to report the sane to Secundlno . A girl is so superstitious that when
tion Is formed are:
New Mexico
10 ration of Romero
their respective precincts:
Romero, president of the central com- she
Mining
Company,
is out on the porch at night with
1. To own and acquire by purchase, J. M. Cunningham, East Las Ve--'
:
'
'
mittee of said county.
Filed In office of Secretary of New
Precintos.
a man end sees the moon through the
Delegados
location
lease,
or
New
10
The
Mexico
gas,
various
otherwise,, any
shall hold trees it makes her afraid he wont
Mexico, Oct 20, 1911, 10 a. m. Nathan
No. 1 San Miguel ....
I their primaries preoines
mines, mining rights and mineral T. W .Hayward, East Las Vegas, i
as sooi as possible
No. 3 La puesta
Jaffa,
street
:Secretary. Compared C. F. '.K.
a
out
to
be
turns
if
propose
7 and
it
...i..
lands or any Interest therein in the
10 to J. O.
New Mexico .......v..'.:......
convenient, but no later than the
No; 3 Las Veesa Sop
lamp.
S6tn
of October, 111.
Territory of New Mexico, and to ex W. 0. Haydon, East Las Vegas,
No. 4 Tecolote
s Theday
secretaries of Oe various priNew Mexico . .".
plore, work, develop and operate the
10
No. 6Las Vegas, .Norte
CERTIFICATE OF NON- - LIABILITY
11
same.
maries are hereby rw nested to noH. O Smith, East Las Vegas.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
No. 6Las Vegas, Centro
. .Territory
of New Mexico. Office of
12
'
2,
To oonduct a general mining
New Mexico V. '.
tify the president of tils committee
. . '.T 10 the
Territory of New Mexico. Office of
Na 7 San Antonio
2
secretary.
f the date of their piimary and the the secretary.
business, quarryin, milling, treating, II. C. da Baca, Las Vegas,
No. 8 Las Vegas, Arriba
. Certificate" of
2
Comparison '
names of the delegates elected ImmeNew Mexico
of
10
Certificate
...
No. 9 Pecos
preparing for market, buying, selling,
Comparison
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
B
the
after
ot
the
diately
their priholdln;
The aggregate of such subscriptions
I, .Nathan Jaffa, Secretary ot
exchanging and otherwise to produce
no. 1 0 Cbaperlto
, . ,; . . . g maries, i
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
V
o. if San Geronlmo
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby and deal in ores, mineral and metals, being Two Thousand ($2,000) jDollars, certify that there was filed for record
4
SECTJND1NC
,
ROMERO.
fo. 12 Rowe
certify that there was filed for record and the
thereof, of every the amount of the capital stock with In this office at Ten o'clock A. M. on
President in this office at Ten o'clock a. m., on kind and description and by whatsoev which this corporation will commence the
. 15
Rociada
Twentieth day of October, A. D.
P. O. BLOOD, Secretory.
the Twentieth day of October, A. D er process and manner the same can business.
kj. if sapeiio
2
,
1911; Certificate
of Stockholders'
'
Robe
done
and produced, and for that
1911: Articles of Incorporation of
"ARTICLE VI.
10. lo Las Manuelitas
3
of
Romero
Mining comTO SUCCEED HO K SMITH
mero Mining company, No. 6958, and purpose to establish smelters, reducNo. 16 union
The term of existence of tola cor- pany, Number
6959, and also, that I
j
at
o. 11
Atlanta, Ga., Oct
an ratrlclo
prom- also, that I have compared the follow tion plants, or other kinds of machin- poration shall be fifty (50) years.
2
have compared the following copy cf
ises to be one of the lottest fights ing oopy of the same, with the origin ery or plants used In the Handling, reNo. 18 Mishawaka
ARTICLE VIII. ,
the same with the original thereof
,
j
Na 19 McKlnley" i.
2 for the governorship thai Georgia has al thereof now on file, and declare It ducing and development of ore, minThe directors of this corporation now on file, and declare it to be a
No. 20 San Juan
3 seen In years was formtlly launched to be a correct transcript therefrom eral and mineral products for mar- shall have the power to make, alter correct
transcript therefrom and of
No, 21 Casa Colorada
ket.
5 here today when the stae democrat-ti- x and of the whole thereof.
s
and amend
for the govern- the whole thereof.
No. 22 Sabinoso
S.
To buy. sell and deal in, min- ment and control thereof. The elec
executive committee net to fix the
Given under my hand and the Great
4
Given under mf hand and the Great
Ko. 23 San Jose
Seal of the Territory or New Mexico, ing properties and minerals of all tion ot directors shall be
5 date and make, other arrangements
ballot Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
by
No. 24 La Llendre
3 for the state primaries to choose the at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, kimis.
unless the stockholders represented at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital.'
No. 25 Pena Blanca
4.
To conduct a general merchan- at
2 successor of Governor
Smitb, on this Twentieth day of October, A.
any meeting for the election of on this Twentieth day of October, A.
No. 26 Los Alamos
2 who resigns next month to assume his D. 1911.
dise business in connection with the directors
may decide to vote other- D 1911.
No. 27 San Pablo
2 duties as United States senator. It (Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA,
operation of the mining business to be wise, which they shall have the right (Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA,
28
No.
Chavez
is generally expected that., the com
carried on by this company,
Secretary of New Mexico,
to do.
of New Mexico.
Secretary
Na 29 East Last Vegas
25 mittee will select the second week of
5. To issue bonds, debentures, or
by Edwin F. Coard,
In Witness Whereof, We have here
by Edwin F, Coard,
No. 30 Canon de Manuelitas .... 2 December as the time for
of
the
Assltant Secretary.
the corporation, and at unto set our hands and seals this
holding
obligations
Assistant Secretary.
Na 31 Pnertecito
3 primaries.
Articles of Incorporation of Romero the option of the corporation to secure 10th day of October, A. D. 1911.
Certificate of Stockholders' Non-LiaNa 32 El Pueblo
2
There are three leading candidates
the same by mortgage, pledge, deed
Mining Company
MARGARITO ROMERO,
(Seal)
ility of Romero Mining Company
Na 33 Los Ylgiles
2 in the race for the governorship. They
'
We, the undersigned, citizens of the of trust, or otherwise.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
This Is to certify that the under
(Seal)
t
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Printing Department

well equipped with the latest style of type, the best
machinery, and skilled
workmen to turn out job work in a manner that is sure to please you. A trial
order, will convince you of the superior class of job work done at this office.
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as well a the tiillre country. If you would be
you must keep pace
with the busy world, Vou can do this by reading the LAS VEOAS DAILY
OfTIC. In lu columns you tan read all about state and national
politics, the
tlolnjts ln foreign lands and Interesting events In the world of sport. THE
OPTIC endeavor to let for Iti readers over Its leased wire the news of
the
outside world. Through Its local staff It keeps the people informed of what's
If you are not a subscriber get your name on the subscripgoing on at home.
tion books tonight. Phone Main a.
x
X s
X
up-to-da-

i

t.. 'V

signed, being all the original Incorporators who have filed the certificate
of inco poration of the above named
corporation, thereby associating themselves together under the provisions
of Section 23, Chapter 79, enacted by
the 36th Leeislatlve Assembly of New.
Mexico, approved March 15, 1905, for
and on behalf of themselves, all other stockholders who may become associated with them and said corporation, do hereby declare that there
shall be no stockholders' liability on'
account of any stock issued by the
said corporation, and that all stockholders of said corporation shall be
exempt from all liabilities on account
ot any stock issued or held by them,
except such liability for the amount
of the capital stock certified to have
been paid, in property or cash, at the
time of the commencement of business.
In Witness Whereof, Wei the said
incorporators, have hereunto set our
bands and seals on this 10th day of
October, A. D. 1911. . ;
MARGARITO ROMERO,
(Seal),
(Seal)1
J.M.CUNNINGHAM
j
!
:
C. C. ROBBINS,
(Seal)
H. C. de BACA, '
4
(Seal)
!
;.. W. G. HAYDON,
(Seal)
H. C. SMITH, ,.
(Seal)
.THOS. W , HAYWARD,
(Seal)
'
Territory of New Mexico,'
County of San Miguel, ss.
"On this 10th day of October, A. D.
1911, before me personally appeared
Margarlto Romero, CO. Robbins, li
M. Cunningham, T. W. Hayward, W.
G Haydon, H. C. Smith and H. C da
Baca, to me known to be the persona
described in and who executed the
foregoing instrument in writing, and
acknowledged that they executed the
same as their free act and deed.
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
the date in this certificate first above
written. .,
(Notarial Seal)
MARTIN DELG r
Notary Public, San Miguel County,
New Mexico.
My commission expires Jun 1, !?',2.
No. 6959, Cor. Rec'd.
Endorsed:
Vol, 6, Page 132, Certificate of Stockof Ron ero Minholders'
ing Company, Filed in office of Secretary of New Mexico, Oct 20, .1911, 13
a. m. Nathan Jaffa, Secretar;-Cmjv,.
pared C. F, K. to J. O.
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OUR

OVERCOATS

,

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

"Aunt Jemima"

at the Opera Bar.
Home cooking and cleanliness are
the reasons for the White Kitchen's
popularity.

is again here

The Best Metal Polish Hade. Especially adapted for automobiles. Call fora sample bottle FkEE,
after that you will use no other.

of her

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD
Bridge Street

2 Packages for 25c
Will be sent to you

from

O

OA L A HO UJ'OQD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

CoaL

all sizes Steam CoalSawed Wood and Kindling;

the.

whowants

FE INCREASES

borne.

There will be a special communicaITS CAPITAL STOCK
Pictorial Review Quarterly fashion tion of Chapman
No." 2, A. F.
lodge
5
sheets, 20 cents with pattern, or
and A. M. tonight at 7:30 o'clock for
cents without, tomorrow only. Graaf work in the M. M.
degree. All mem- ONE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR
Dry Goods company.
bers and visiting brothers are corADDITION IS AUTHORIZED
invited to be present
BY STOCKHOLDERS
dially
Dr. H. W. Huff, the osteopath, has
avenue
on
Grand
leased the rooms
W. P. Southard and Charles O'Mal-le- y .Topeka, Kan., Oct, 26. A onejhufl
Pete Clddio's tailor shop anil
on their return to Las Vegas dred million dollar addition to tl
will open up an office about Novem- from
Denver, where they went over
'
ber 1.
a week ago to attend the electrical lion dollar bond issue were authoris?
show, were forced to abandon their ed by the" stockholders and directors
The Modern Woodmen of America automobile at
Walsenberg, Colo., on of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
towill bold their regular meeting
account of the heavy roads In that
railway in their annual meeting here
morrow night Important business is
With the exception of losvicinity.
This brings the capital of the
today.
to be transacted and a large attending their way several times the trip Santa Fe up to $481,486,000;. A blR
ance Is desired.
north, was made in fine style but on
part of the convertible bond issue will
the way back they struck a heavy be used for Improvement, according
VeIn
old
tlmerss
Las
of
the
Any
snowfall on the Raton mountains and
gas having a photograph of the first were forced to. give up the trip, re- to statements made by the officers of
the company.
train coming lntovLas Vegas on July
rail from Walsenbergi Mr.
turning
by
Garden
City
The purchase of the
4, 1879, will confer a favor on R. El
OTMalley in speaking of the roads beTwitchell by loaning him the photo- tween here and Baton mentioned the Gulf and Northern railway, a line be
graph. It will be returned promptly. need of sign boards pointing out the tween Garden City and Scott ; City,
Kan., was approved. Also the pu'
high highways. On the whole it is chase of a
In the district court at Albuquerque one
part of the Southern Paci
of the best stretches of road in
yesterday Mrs. Maria Sayers was ad- - the state, but there are many branch flc line between Needles, and Mojave,
Jiitlted insane and committed 4o the
Calif., and leases of the Kings River
roads that lead into canyons and
Plate Insane Asylum for triaftnent.
and Raton Western railway
railway
and are a source of great
She ! under the delusion thai, some
at the antrouble to tourists. Going north Mr. were ratified. It developed
oae is trying to murder her. ifrr
that the
nual
directors'
today
meeting
Southard and
got on one of
relative may, however, take her east these roads andparty
went about 17 miles Atchison, Topeka and Santa Pe Rail
tj n private sanitarium Instead of out of the way. The road that they way company now operates nearly
her to Las Vwa.
took led them to van Houten's coal 11, .'too miles of road.
Four directors of the road were re
and at the time they should
The workmen are painting the camp
cted for a term of four years today.
ek
in
were
the
Raton
in
have been
they
bridge across the Arroyo Pecos. This heart of the mountains, 18 miles They are Charles S. Gleed of Topeka.
structure and the ones spanning the
Several tourists 11. Rieman Duval, Thomas P. "Fowler
from that town.
Gallinas at Hot Springs and the whom
road h'ad simi- and Walter D. Hines of New York
on
met
the
they
Pecos at San Jose, will soon be reMy
lar experiences and the lack of sign City. Walter D. Hlnes is now chairto be turned over to the county
boards seems to be ' practically the man of the board of directors.
fully completed. The bridges will
only need f the roads between here
long be a monument to the enter and Raton. '
'
prise of the present board of county
TO THE PUBLIC
commissioners.
FRIDAY.
I desire to notify that having been
COUNTY CONVENTION
Gathered Th convention the repub solicited, by many of my friends and
Word has been received here of licans of San
Miguel county will to- by many business men of San Miguel
the death of R. B. Pegram, formerly morrow nominate senators and rep county to become a candidate for 'the
of Loose resentatives and an entire county office of county commissioner for San
traveling representative
Wiles, Kansas City, the candy mak ticket. The convention will be called Miguel county, that after having duly
ers, which occurred In El Paso on to order at 10 o'clock in the court considered the question from every
Monday. For a number of years Mr. house
by Secundino Romero chair standpoint I have concluded not to bePegram covered this territory; He man of the county central committee. come a candidate for that office.
was well known by all of the mer- Riiturns have been made from all the
There are many good republicans in
chants and had a large number of
county precincts and it is evident the party 'who by reason of their faithfriends here. At the time of his that the convention will be attendful support of the party in the past
l,
death he was engaged to Mrs.
ed by full delegations from all parts merit consideration of the party and I
stenographer for the Charles'
Even the more re therefore have' determined to leave
of the county.
company, and they were to have mote districts, which sometimes send
the field open for them.
been "married some time this fall.
proxies by one of the members of
BENIGNO MARTINEZ.
Mrs. Duvall went to El Paso last their
delegation, will send a full
week and was at his bed side at the quota. There are numerous candi
time of his death. After Mr. Pegram dates for several of the offices, alREPUBLICAN RALLY TONIGHT
stopped traveling for the candy com- though the utmost harmony prevails
will be a republican rally to
There
pany he went Into business for him- in the republican ranks.
self and was vice president and sales
night at the county court house on the
West side.' The meeting will be ad
commanager of the :
dressed by O. A. Larrazolo and Chas.
pany. His body will be sent to Los
A. Spiess, who will discuss the imporAngeles 'for burial.
tant political questions of the hour.
The greater Las Vegas band will play
during the evening.
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Latest Thing.

The fact that we handle

Hart, Schaifner & Marx Clothes-

-

nakes our store the logical trading place for the maa who

$

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllom

man

coat or the

.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

a Dignified

Dress Model Over-

Trujlllo of Tremeniaa ras
applied at the court house for ?2 as
Always get the best at Nolette's
SANTA
bounty on a coyote killed by 'iloi
barber shop.

near his

are headquar- -

wants

Vldal

Fcmcuo Pcncdzo Flour

t

tersfor the man who

The regular Friday evening service
will occur tomorrow evening In Temple Monteflore. The public is Invited to be present.

with a fresh shipment

We

i

ants to dress right.
'

QREENBERGER
"A SQUARE DEAL"

for Eighteen

Cents

ar-roy-

you can have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty handsNo
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

.

ESTABLISHED 187

The

First National, Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street
V.'
ariih
ine

yot

1

""

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS. - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

h-

I

,'"

yo
th

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid, on Time, Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A
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k, ani
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Our Pride Flour
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Pimento
Olive Pimento
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and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa atlSW
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Las

Walnut
Roakfort
Swiss

Brick

Phone Main 131

out knf

f

Peanut
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Coffee Will Advance in Price

J. H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO EAT
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We are Sole Agents for
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Chase

Buy; Now
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Schoonmaker is local agent
for the Northewestero Mutual Life Insurance company.
.

and iron are the fiat pieces,
the big and heavy counterpanes, sheets, tablecloths, bolster cases, pillow cases, etc.,
and ' the innumerable small
pieces that take up so much
time, the napkins, .towels, rags,
etc.-- -

Why bother with them? We
will - do these satisfactorily,
quickly and cheaply.
A few cents a piece is the
charge.

Las .Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81
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The Peerless Queen of Autumn Is the Flower of the Moment

-

& Hay ward Co.

Store

Our "Mums" are the .talk of the town. Have
you seen them? If not do not fail to call at our
store. A look will cost you nothing-.
.
.

PERRY ONION '& SON

B.

Home cooking and cleanliness are
the reasons for the White Kitchen's
'
popularity.

Shade You
Buy

Victor Shades after being
up several years look like

new.
Victor Shades are guaranteed and sold by us; Let us
come and measure your windows for you.

.

J.C.Johnsen&Son
"Complete Furnishers of the

Home."

Rams For Sale

V

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
at our station. Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
'stopping
'
For further particulars address,
"
,::

J. P. Van Houterv

Co

'

'

ShoemeLkor, N. M.

Given Away

FREE
with each $1.00-Cas-h
Purchase
one useful Glass
Dish

1

(from October 15th, 1911)
-
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BOUCHER'S
(

fhe

Coffee Man.)

there. were not more than 700 voters
In this precinct.
City elections and the election of
X IN PRECINCT NO. 29 delegate in congress have not drawn
out full registrations. But now a resident of Las Vegas is a citizen of the
United States and the registration
NUMBER OF NAMES ON THE
shows they are all going to take adB00K3 WILL EXCEED LAST
vantage of the greatest privilesa of
ELECTION BY 300
an American citizen, that of casting
their vote for their officers. There
are still two day left. Mr. Voter, s
,Vith two mor days in which to If you haven't placed your name on
register ,th.e number of voters on toe the books it is time to get busy.

LARGE REGISTRATION

Assortment in north window

White, Pink, Yellow, Big Ones; $2.0Gj and $2.50 per dozen
g
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Sanborn's Famous Coffees

The Graaf

The Clothes
You Dread
to Wash
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Las Vegas Light a.nd
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books of Precinct 29 la 1,025, over 300
in excess of any previous year. The
registration at the beginning was extremely light, hut as the time alloted
grew shorter voters far greater than
i
all previous election times have
one to the city and registered that
they may cast their votes for their
favorite candidates for office on November 7. The eame length of time
before .the last election not 700 voters
hfd registered and on the day of th'i
election the number barely reached
that. That East Las Vegas, la grow-Lnand. the voters are unusually interested is shown by the fact that It
jtvas always generally conceded that

St Louis, Oct 18, 1911.
To Whom It May Concern: ,
Bankers, merchants and the general public are hereby notified not
credit directly, or Indirectly, to
my son, Murray Carleton, Junior, as
I win not pay any debt he may contract, any statement he may make
contrary notwithstanding. MurCarleton.
ray
to-giv-

to-th-

g

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

In

